
Glasgow City Council  
 
We have a page on our web-site where we are putting all our information 
https://www.glasgow.gov.uk/article/25947/Recovery-Resilience-and-Reconnection-
2020 the Committee may be interested in the document on the right hand side on 
Nurture. It is a super paper written by our psychologists to support staff on their 
return to school. It was written early on in lockdown. Our next recovery plan will be 
there too – if the decision goes tomorrow for all schools to open then it will be placed 
there. 
 
• Whether schools in your area will have individual transition plans for children with 

autism returning to school, and other transition planning for children with 
additional support needs (and the extent to which these will be in place for the 
return to school, or at some stage in August)? 

 
I have been in touch with NAS following their well-placed publicity. I am 
keen to work with them to improve our support. Our schools have been 
using their resources and officers recommend them to teachers. That said, 
as I shared with them, I don’t necessarily agree that each child with autism 
needs an individual transition plan to support their return to school. I think 
this could present a workload issue for teachers. My preference would be 
that for children with autism or other additional support needs their current 
additional support plan is reviewed and updated to take into account their 
individual needs. That may take place once children are back in school and 
children have settled (or not) or it may take place in advance of them 
returning and will include transition – our schools know their children and 
they will make those well-judged decisions. There will be some children with 
autism who will need soft starts and a gentle, well-planned transition back 
into the routine of school. Those children will have a transition plan which 
will be discussed and agreed with parents. Our schools are very used to 
using soft starts in August as we have a number of children who every year 
find the transition back into school challenging given the summer break. 

 
• Whether any particular secondary schools in your area have particular challenges 

in relation to the school estate available as to whether social distancing can be 
maintained while still enabling all students to attend? 

 
We are not anticipating any challenges in this way. 

 
• Whether any schools in your area intend to have a phased approach to the return 

to school, for example whether a council wide decision has been made on this, or 
schools have the option of a phased return. If decisions have been made on the 
phased return, whether there is a date by which all schools plan to be back at full 
capacity (for example the end of August) 

 
We are recommending that soft starts take place for individuals or groups 
across Wednesday to Friday (12th – 14th August). Transport is likely to 
influence these decisions. We expect a full return on Monday 17th August. 
However, as noted above, there may still be some individuals who will need 
a longer lead-in due to their additional support needs. However, this is 
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business as usual for us. We have a very large number of schools so there 
is not an authority-wide approach. 

 
• Whether there will be sufficient PPE in place in schools when schools return and, 

if not, a sense of the scale of this issue. 
 

Our health and safety team have worked exceptionally hard over the 
summer and during lockdown to develop advice and guidance for teachers 
and support staff on the appropriate use of PPE. Our ASL schools, in 
particular, now have clear guidance on when it is appropriate and what 
should be used. We are couriering out packs of PPE to all schools and 
nurseries next week. Each mainstream school will get a small pack for First 
Aid or if a child/staff member exhibits symptoms. ASL schools will receive a 
more substantial supply but most had this in place before the summer.  
We have also provided advice on hand sanitiser – we are hopeful of having 
sufficient but we do have some concerns about its use. This is the wording 
we have put in our net recovery plan. 
‘Where hand sanitiser has also been made available, schools and nurseries 
should ensure that the use of hand sanitiser is managed and stored 
appropriately, given that the recommended alcohol-based sanitiser can be 
both highly flammable and also a potential skin irritant if over used.  Further 
advice on the management (use and storage) of hand sanitiser has been 
made available on XX.’ 

 


